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Hello, my friends, my name is Chris
and I would like to welcome you to
our latest CyprusScene weekly review
of news and reviews from Northern
Cyprus.

We received and published widely via
our website, our e-newspaper and
podcasts more great news received
from the British Residents’ Society
that they have launched their Ending
the isolation of Turkish Cypriots
campaign and are inviting registered
UK citizens to send their letter of
protest to the British government.

TRNC President, Ersin Tatar
received a visit from Vice President of
the Republic of Gambia, Badara Alieu
Joof, who invited President Tatar to
visit Gambia.

Prof. Dr. Ata Atun wrote a fine
review explaining why the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus was able
to become Observer Members of the
Organization of Turkic States despite
political protests.

He also wrote a great review of the
Israel-Lebanon Agreement and
Eastern Mediterranean
Restructuring and explained how the
Cyprus Issue could be resolved, if
Greece and South Cyprus had the
political will to come to a similar
agreement with Turkey and the
TRNC.

Trevor Hughes brought his December
review of information and tips for
those living in Northern Cyprus.

Ahmet Abdulaziz, one of our regular
contributors wrote a fine article about
George Harrison and the song “While
my guitar gently weeps” and gave us a
video to watch as well.

So, what’s happening in our
communities?

Susie L Ford continues to contribute
local reviews of quizzes, karaoke and
open mic nights with lots of pictures
that show her friends are having a great
time.

Entertainment event posters which we
receive are publishing in our website
calendar or on our “CyprusScene
shares What’s on Where” Facebook
page so our followers can see what
new events are planned in the future.

Heidi Trautman brought a review
about a Jazz Breakfast at the Soulist
Coffee House in Alsancak featuring the
Lady M Jazz Duo plus Heidi also
wrote about a Piano recital by Deniz
Besim at Bellapais Abbey.

We are continuing to publish Podcasts
on various channels and listening is
growing with highly ranked Spotify
publishing news of the CyprusScene
channel growing its listeners and now

Please be sure to follow
CyprusScene.com through our
website, e-newspaper or podcasts
and do please give us a LIKE
wherever you see our publications
and if there are any followers who
would like to help us with our
projects, please send me an email.

So have a nice week, stay safe and
try to avoid the sickness that some
local people are currently suffering
with.

Click here to watch the CyprusScene video https://youtu.be/eChNHFDIyWk

Cyprus Scene Podcast show https://open.spotify.com/show/6BWjqOeKieDhw0O3BxzMsj

viewers can watch videos that we
publish there as well.

Thank you, my friends, that’s a brief
roundup of this past week with more
news and reviews that arrived over this
weekend now being published and you
can read these on our website, and in
the meanwhile, we will be pleased to
receive your contributions for
publication during this coming week
so we can continue to show the world
what’s happening in Northern Cyprus.

CyprusScene Podcasts and Videos are growing with Spotify
By Chris Elliott….

It takes a lot of hard work and time to
share news and reviews from North
Cyprus and with the arrival of an
automated system to convert our
website articles to audio files, we then
took the challenge and started a
CyprusScene Podcast show which
sends shares to various podcast
channels including Spotify.

Now if that was not exciting enough,
we now place our videos in the

CyprusScene Show on Spotify and
another system creates and places
audio files from these videos on other
podcast channels.

Our aim has always been to start
recording video interviews to help
people and organisation with their
interests and projects and publishing
them in various formats through our
various media publications.

So, we wish our readers and followers
a very Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year, when we will start
producing video interviews as well as
our weekly news and review videos
for your enjoyment and information.

6th December to 13th December 2022
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TRNC President Ersin Tatar receives an invitation to visit Gambia

President Ersin Tatar receives
Vice President of the Republic of
The Gambia Badara Alieu Joof,
who invited President Tatar to
visit Gambia

“Cooperation between the two
countries should be developed in
the fields of international relations,
tourism and culture as well as
education.”

President Ersin Tatar received the
Vice President of the Republic of
The Gambia Badara Alieu Joof
where discussions were held on
“deepening cooperation” between the
two countries in different fields.
Mr Joof, who expressed “full
solidarity and support” to the TRNC,
conveyed the greetings of The
Gambian President Adama Barrow,

and invited President Tatar to the
Republic of Gambia.

President Ersin Tatar, who began his
speech by saying “today is an
important day for us,” welcomed
Vice President Joof and his
delegation to the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus (TRNC). President
Tatar expressed his pleasure for
receiving Mr Joof in his office and
said that it is important to develop
bilateral relations between the two
countries across different fields
including education and culture

Drawing attention to the just struggle
of the TRNC to integrate with the
rest of the world, President Tatar
stated: “We place great importance
on your visit to the TRNC and
welcome the solidarity and support

you have expressed to the TRNC and
the Turkish Cypriot People. I
wholeheartedly wish to express the
mutual affection and brotherly feelings
we share for The Gambia, and share
the view that our two countries should
deepen our relationship. . .in the field
of international relations, tourism,
culture, business and higher
education.”

President Tatar said he places “great
importance on working harder for the
benefit of our Peoples”, adding: “The
TRNC has successful universities
providing good standard of education
to students from 144 different
countries, who graduate and succeed
in their careers and enter prominent
positions in other countries.”

The President, welcoming the
invitation to visit The Gambia, pointed
to the importance of building trust
between the two countries for the
development of personal relations in
other fields such as tourism and higher
education..

Expressing his belief that the
ministries of education and foreign
affairs between both countries will act
as a bridge to deepen relations and
build trust between the two countries,

President Tatar said that the TRNC
authorities are doing everything to
ensure Gambians studying in the
TRNC feel comfortable in our
country.

The Vice President of The Gambia,
Badara Alieu Joof, thanked President
Tatar for receiving them and said that
the TRNC contributed to the
education of Gambian students. He
said The Gambia wishes to deepen
cooperation between the two countries
not only in education but also in other
fields such as international relations,
tourism and culture.

Continuing his speech, Mr Joof said
that “our foreign policy is not dictated
by others,” and also pointed out that
the TRNC is important for The
Gambia. He expressed his gratitude to
the TRNC on behalf of the Gambian
which he said is contributing to the
education of Gambian students in the
republic, and he invited President
Tatar to The Republic of The Gambia.

Source: PRESIDENCY OF THE
TURKISH REPUBLIC OF
NORTHERN CYPRUS

FM Ertuğruloğlu delivers a speech at Stratcom Summit 2022
TRNC Foreign Minister Tahsin
Ertuğruloğlu informed the
participants about the disinformation,
manipulation and discriminatory
policies faced by the Turkish Cypriots
at the International Strategic
Communications Summit 2022,
Stratcom.

The summit was organized for the
second time this year by the
Presidency of the Republic of Türkiye
Directorate of Communications.

In his speech at the session held on
Saturday, 3rd December, with the
theme “Strategic Communication in
the Age of Uncertainty” at İstanbul
TIM Maslak Exhibition Center,
Foreign Minister Ertuğruloğlu

explained the different stages of the
Cyprus issue and gave examples of
the isolation, restrictions and
discrimination imposed on the
Turkish Cypriot people.

Addressing the summit, Foreign
Minister Ertuğruloğlu asked whether
those present knew what had
happened to the Turkish Cypriots who
suffered untold atrocities at the hands
of the Greek Cypriots, through no
fault of their own .”

Noting that the Turkish Cypriots were
massacred before the eyes of the UN
Peacekeeping Force, Ertuğruloğlu
said, “Thanks to motherland Türkiye,
the Turkish Cypriots were able to
survive. We are a free and sovereign

State. We have all the attributes of a
modern independent state.”

Addressing the speech of the
President of the Republic of Türkiye
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan at the last UN
General Assembly, Ertuğruloğlu
reminded that TRNC has been
admitted to the Organization of
Turkic States as an Observer Member
with its official name for the first
time. He expressed his gratitude to
President Erdoğan who called on the
international community to recognize
the TRNC and remove the suffering
imposed on the Turkish Cypriots.

Stressing that the UN Security
Council resolutions on Cyprus should
be rescinded, Ertuğruloğlu said that

these resolutions are
recommendations and are not
mandatory.

Underlining that there is no “Cypriot
nation”, Ertuğruloğlu concluded his
remarks by emphasizing that there are
two separate distinct peoples in the
island each with its own independent
sovereign States.

Source: TRNC Public Information
Office

6th December to 13th December 2022
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International Organisation of La Francophonie is biased to the TRNC

ARU

Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of
Tourism, Culture, Youth and
Environment Fikri Ataoğlu made a
statement about the public service
advertisements for tourism that were
shared with the public in the past
days.

Ataoğlu said “Within the framework
of the vision that our Ministry will
share with the public as of 2023, the

project, which was implemented with
the aim of increasing tourism
awareness in the society and
motivating our belonging to our
geography, has been shared with the
public.

Two of the works of our project, to
which our people showed
extraordinary interest, were broadcast
on social media and television

channels as public service
announcements.

A total of 6 videos will be shared with
the public in a 3-week period. 2
videos were served last week, and 2
other videos will be shared this week.
Two other videos will be released
next week.

The videos highlighting our country's
values and cultural heritage were
prepared within the scope of
cooperation with video content
producers, who are also very
influential in the field of social media
in our country.

At this point, we salute the public's
great appreciation for the videos
prepared as public service aids and
thank the national video content
producer Evren Kerem and Ayşe
Hacıarif for their cooperation.

In 2023, we will continue to work,
producing and working for tourism,
which is the most fundamental
dynamic that will contribute to our
future.”

Source (Turkish):

Ministry of Tourism and
Environment

Assembly meeting held in New York
in September 2022.

Contributing to a sustainable
agreement on the island will only be
possible for the international
community, including the
International Organisation of La
Francophonie, so long as they accept
the current realities. the current
realities in Cyprus.

Source: TRNC Public Information
Office

It should be known that the people of
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus
does not have another 50 years to lose
by negotiating for an exhausted
formula. The Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus proposed the formula
for the two States on the island to live
in good neighbourly relations and it is
no longer possible to revert from this
thesis.

A new page has been turned with the
call of Mr. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan,
President of the Republic of Türkiye,
within the scope of the UN General

acknowledge the fact that there are
two Peoples on the island of Cyprus
with different languages, religions
and cultures and that the Turkish
Cypriot People have a separate State.
The statements in the resolution such
as “reunifying Cyprus, its people and
its institutions” and the references to
the outdated agreement models are
unacceptable.

It is a fact that the “bi-zonal, bi-
communal federation” model, which
has been negotiated for over 50
years, has proven unsuccessful as a
result of the intransigent stance
displayed by the Greek Cypriot side
at the conference held in Crans
Montana in 2017, as the party who
does not want to share power with
the Turkish Cypriot People. The
Turkish Cypriot side believes that an
agreement to be reached between the
two parties on the island will have a
chance of success only if it is made
on the basis of the sovereign equality
and equal international status of the
two existing States.

Press Release by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus
regarding the decisions taken by
the International Organisation of
La Francophonie

The decisions taken at the 18th
Summit of the International
Organisation of La Francophonie
held in Djerba, Tunisia on 19-20
November 2022 containing elements
related to the Cyprus issue are
remarkable. Biased approach of the
said organisation, of which the
Greek Cypriot administration is
unilaterally an observer, towards the
Cyprus issue, ignores the rights and
interests of the Turkish Cypriot
People and does not coincide with
the current realities in Cyprus.

It is of great importance that the
international community considers
the historical facts of the island
when taking decisions regarding
Cyprus. In this context, in order to
display a realistic approach towards
the issue, it is essential to

6th December to 13th December 2022
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BRS News: UK LOBBYING CAMPAIGN – GOES LIVE!

We are sharing with our readers, a
letter received from BRS President,
Peter Wilkins sent it to their members
on 3rd December 2022. about the
LOBBYING CAMPAIGN – which
has now been launched by the British
Residents’ Society and all UK citizens
are encouraged to participate in
lobbying the UK government to deal
fairly with the TRNC and all the
people living in it

Please note this campaign is open to
‘All UK citizens’ even if they are
not registered to vote in the UK,

their letters/emails will go
automatically to the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office and they can
participate as detailed below..

Great news! The lobbying campaign
is now LIVE!

This means that all our members can
now go to the website
https://brstrnc.com, choose the letter
you would prefer to send and then
complete the required details on the
form and your letter will be sent to
either

Your MP, if you are currently
registered to vote in the UK, and a
copy will be sent to the Foreign
Commonwealth and Development
Office, or
To the Foreign Commonwealth and

Development Office, if you are
NOTcurrently registered to vote in the
UK

Full instructions and information can
be found on our website home page.

[Hard copies will be available in the
New Year to avoid Christmas postage
issues].

This campaign is open to ALL British
citizens, not just our members, so
please ask friends, family and
contacts here and in the UK to join
the campaign to end the isolation of
Turkish Cypriots and all other

residents of the TRNC.

We are working in partnership with
numerous UK based Turkish Cypriot
groups as well as other groups and
press outlets, both here in the TRNC
and the UK to maximise the impact of
this Campaign.

Make no mistake, a concerted
campaign using large numbers of UK
citizens can have an impact, so we are
asking for your support.

This campaign is for all those who are
passionate and wanting your voice to
be heard in ending the systematic
discrimination against all who reside
or visit the TRNC.

Please join our Campaign.

Peter Wilkins - BRS President

BRS News: Revised Residency Permit Application Process at 05.12.2022
We are sharing for readers who are
seeking the latest facts and
information with the approval of the
BRS, news recently provided by the
British Residents’ Society to their
members on 5th December 2022.

REVISED RESIDENCY PERMIT
APPLICATION PROCESS

Following discussions with the
Immigration Department, some very
important changes have been made
so please read this information very
thoroughly.

As members will have realised, the
Immigration Department is currently
overwhelmed with the applications
for residence permits, both from first
time applicants and those wishing to
renew. Currently applications being
submitted within the Girne police
district are generally being allocated
police immigration appointment dates
of March 2023.

The Immigration Department has
stated that each applicant will be
granted their residency permit on the
60th day after the successful

completion of a police immigration
appointment.

APPLICANTS WHO HAVE HAD
THEIR POLICE STATION
APPOINTMENT

Persons who have a current
application for Residency and have
successfully completed their Police
Station appointment can leave the
TRNC if they depart within 60 days of
that appointment, without any issues
at passport control, either upon
departure or re-entry to the TRNC.
(See RE-ENTRY visa below)

FIRST TIME APPLICANTS
If a person applies for a Residency
permit AFTER their initial entry visa
has expired, then that applicant will
be unable to leave the TRNC and
may be subject to a penalty until such
time as the residency permit has been
issued.

EXPIRED RESIDENCY
RENEWAL APPLICATIONS

If a person submits a renewal
application AFTER their permit has

expired, then that applicant will be
unable to leave the TRNC and may be
subject to a penalty until such time as
the renewed residency permit has
been issued.

RE- ENTRY VISA

Once an applicant who left the TRNC
within 60-days following their police
immigration appointment, whilst their
application was still pending, re-
enters the TRNC, they will be issued
with a 30-day Entry Visa. Within that
30-day period the applicant will need
to visit the Immigration Department
in Lefkosa to obtain their residency
permit. We would suggest that
immediately upon their return that an
appointment is booked for the
immigration department, using the
online appointment book site, which
is randevusistemi.ct.tr

All issues relating to residency
permits will now be handled, initially,
at the Information Desk. Even if you
book an appointment, you MUST visit
the information desk which is located
to the left-hand side of the main lobby
area, of the Interior Ministry.

Applicants no longer can have their
residency permit issued prematurely
by visiting the immigration
department at the Ministry of
Interior.

[We are aware there is still one
anomaly needing further clarification
and that relates to police immigration
appointments at Girne, and extended
lead times for appointments there.
Applicants are currently being given
March dates for their immigration
appointments. The anomaly being in
the case of an existing residency
permit holder submitting a renewal
application during the 21-day period
prior to expiry, they have to wait
approximately 12 weeks for a police
immigration appointment, during
which time the existing residency
permit expires, what would the
position be for any applicant in that
position needing to travel for medical
or family bereavement reasons. We
will advise further as soon as we have
received a formal response].

Regards
BRS News

6th December to 13th December 2022

https://brstrnc.com
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Trevors Tips for December 2022

By Trevor Hughes…

Office for Paying Mobile Phones
Import Tax

The latest office for paying import tax
on mobile phones purchased outside
of the TRNC is:

Bilgi Teknolojileri ve Haberleşme
Kurumu

Address: Rauf Raif Denktaş Caddesi,
Metehan

Hours:

Monday 8.00 am – 2.30 pm
Tuesday 8.00 am – 2.30 pm
Wednesday 8.00 am – 2.30 pm
Thursday 8,00 am – 12.30 pm

– 1.00 pm to 5.30 pm
Friday 8.00 am – 2.30 pm
Saturday – Closed
Sunday – Closed

Phone: +90 392 600 90 00

Fantastic Customer Service

I needed to purchase a new TV
because my “not so old” one decided
to go faulty. I took a trip to Teknogold
in Alsancak to see what was on offer.
I decided to replace the old TV with a
50inch replacement at a reasonable
price of just over 7000 TL (a lot
cheaper than the same type in the
UK).

Three days later the broken TV
decided to correct itself, and because

the 32inch TV in my bedroom
decided to feel sorry for the one
downstairs, it too went into a broken
mode, so I revisited Teknogold again
to see what was on offer. I chose a
suitable replacement and the store
informed me I was entitled to a price
difference refund. Because the
bedroom TV was wall-mounted,
Teknogold arranged for one of their
fitters to come to my house and fit the
TV and wall bracket. No fuss, no
bother, just good honest service, a
rarity in these modern times!!!

I know that some of you have not
received such excellent service, but
this was my experience!

Beware a Dangerous Road

On Saturday, 29 October 2022, there
was a traffic accident that caused the
death of a 21-year-old man who lost
control due to driving at excessive
speed and also seriously injuring his
passenger on the North Nicosia Ring
Road. This fatal accident has drawn
attention to the lack of road safety
measures. There are no road signs, no
lighting, no information signs, no
information, and no fluorescent road
markings. I reported this dangerous
situation on my News Round some
time ago, but “hey ho” no action!

We had a customer who was driving
along this road at night some time ago
and because of no lighting or
markings he did not see a traffic
island and ended up in the middle of
it, causing considerable damage to the

underside of his car. So, if you are
going to use this road (which will
take you to the Metehan border
crossing) at night, be extremely
cautious until sufficient safety
measures are in place.

The Sacred Olive Tree

If you have an olive tree in your
garden and you find a local person
helping himself to your olives, what
do you do?

Don’t take matters into your own
hands, phone the police and ask them
to come to your property.

They will speak to the person picking
the olives and establish if they have a
Kocan for that tree? Because if they
do, they are entitled to harvest the
olives quite legally, this is because
the tree is the property of that person.

Strange but True!

Recognition and an article in the
Daily Express 7.11.22.

President Ersin Tatar of the TRNC
said that Rishi Sunak, Prime Minister
of the UK, should end the Cyprus
merry-go-round and support a 2-state
solution.

I am talking about a settlement that is
based on a cooperative relationship
between two States, based on mutual
respect and acknowledgment of the
inherent rights of the Turkish Cypriot
People..

Within the island of Cyprus, it also
means working towards areas of
concrete cooperation, such as the
sharing of hydrocarbon resources,
establishing an electricity
interconnector for the island with
Europe via Turkey, tackling illegal
migration via the auspices of the UN,
and clearing mines.

For the UK specifically, we would
encourage a fresh new approach
towards the Turkish Cypriot people
– to treat us on an equal footing.

Using the greater flexibility of Brexit,
it is time to start to normalize
relations on areas such as trade and
police cooperation. He continued I
am confident that anything which
helps to reduce the disparities with
the Greek Cypriot side will ultimately
help with the search for a solution.

In short, the merry-go-round must
end. Turkish Cypriots and Greek
Cypriots should get off: it’s a farce.
We need a fresh agenda and fresh
opportunities for both peoples of the
island of Cyprus – for peace, security,
and prosperity.

Well Done, Tulips

You may have seen in the press, the
fantastic achievement of the latest
fund-raising effort by Tulips and their
staff for the enormous amount of
money raised from selling raffle
tickets for the late Betty Rundle mini
motor car. It was a magnificent
achievement and included lots and
lots of effort from all those involved.

The amount raised was £24,943 Stg
and the prize was won by a Turkish
man from Lefkoşa.

The raffle draw was undertaken under
strict control to ensure absolute
honesty and integrity.

The biggest beneficiaries are the
people who will benefit from cancer
treatment as a result of the amount of
money raised.

First Time Driving License

There are changes that have been
released concerning the application
for a TRNC driving license, for the
first time. They are for people
applying for their first license, this is
not for people who wish to renew
their current TRNC license!! All

Continued on page 7 >>>
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continued....Trevors Tips for December 2022
nationalities must apply, the only
exceptions are citizens of the TRNC
and Turkish people arriving from
Turkey.

Capital Insurance have been working
hard behind the scenes to make the
new regulations as straight forward as
possible, and have subsequently
teamed up with a reputable driving
school with an excellent reputation to
ensure this New Law can be followed
with ease.

If you wish to get all the current
changes concerning the new
regulations for making your first
application, contact either Trevor or
Fatos on 0533 844 3403 and learn the
easiest way to comply.

There is little sense in publishing
changes on our News Round, as
changes are fast happening and may
be out of date before each publication.

Please do not listen to the so-called
“grape vine”, information is all too

often wrong, or outdated.

As yet, you must have an up to date and
completed residence application,
nothing can be done without first
applying, and holding a completed
residence permit, this is another service
Capital Insurance provide!!

Capital Insurance will issue you with a
full comprehensive insurance policy
which will cover you if you suffer a
road traffic accident, as long as you
have submitted written proof that you
have completed the driving course,
undertaken by a fully qualified and
registered driving school. But, if you
are stopped by the police, we have no
say in the matter and you may be issued
a fine for not holding a valid license,
which will be the responsibility of the
driver, not the insurance company.

We strongly advise you not to drive
until you pass this simple driving test.

Holidays
Although the Christmas festivities are

celebrated throughout the world, for
the TRNC the 26th of December
(Boxing Day) will be open for
business as usual. Which includes
Capital Insurance and all the
Government Offices.

There is a lot more information at
hand but, you can either call us, or

pop into the office in Alsancak or visit
us from 5th December 2022 as shown
below and my phone number is 0533
825 6753.

If you wish to ask me a question,
please do so below

email: trevorhughes329@gmail.com

Gender Equality Awareness Course Held in Girne

Girne Municipality Counselling and
Support Centre organized a training
course as part of the gender equality
awareness activities of the Gender
Equality Office and on the occasion
of 25 November International Day
for the Elimination of Violence
against Women and 5 December
Women’s Rights Day.

As part of the course, “Diversity
Management and Sensitivity Training
Panel”, Near East University Social
Research and Development Centre
Member, Assoc. Dr. İpek Danju,
participated as a speaker. Girne
Municipality personnel, municipality
administration and those interested in
the subject attended the panel

session.

Within the framework of the
program, in cooperation with the
Association of Supporting Women to
Life (KAYAD), a seminar on
“Gender and Violence Against
Women” was held, on Monday,
December 5, 2022, at 15.00, at the

Girne Municipality Art Gallery, with
psychologist Bleda TİLKİ as a
speaker.

Source (Turkish):

Girne Municipality

6th December to 13th December 2022
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Israel-Lebanon Agreement and Eastern Mediterranean Restructuring

By Prof. Dr. Ata Atun….

As if the rapid change of balances in
the world will lead to the
reconciliation of resentments and the
re-determination of ranks…

For example, after Israel completed
the exploration and extraction of gas
in the Karish field, political relations
between Lebanon and Israel were
positively affected by the certainty
that there was gas in the region.

In fact, although there has been no
conflict between Lebanon and Israel
for years, a ceasefire agreement has
not yet been signed. Although the two
countries are still technically at war,
talks on the designation of adjacent
maritime jurisdiction areas have
continued, albeit intermittently.

The confirmation of the existence of
rich hydrocarbon deposits in the Qana
and Karish fields off the southern
coast of Lebanon and the northern
coast of Israel, and Israel’s physical
extraction of natural gas from the
Qarish region, have eased tensions
between the two countries.

In particular, Lebanon’s years of
political and economic crisis have
triggered the idea of better relations
with Israel.

Although it has no de facto right to
the hydrocarbon deposits in the
Eastern Mediterranean, the United
States, which wants to use it as

leverage against rival countries, did
not miss the opportunity and entered
the dispute between Lebanon and
Israel as a mediator in 2020. With the
de facto participation of the United
Kingdom and France, the parties
agreed on 11 October 2022. (The fact
that Hezbollah, which has a say in
Lebanese politics and people’s lives,
is also warm to this issue has
positively affected this agreement.)

According to this agreement, which is
unique to date, all the rights of the
Qarish region will belong to Israel and
all the rights of the Qana region will
belong to Lebanon. Since a small part
of the Qana region falls under Israel’s
maritime jurisdiction, the French
company Total will extract natural gas
from the region. Israel will own a part
of the shares of this company. Israel
will not receive a share of the natural
gas that will come out of the Qana
region, but of the profits that Total
makes from this region.

Let’s come to Turkey; Turkey’s
insistence on the Exclusive Economic
Zone determined according to the
1958 and 1960 World Law of the Sea
Conferences marked the beginning of
a new construction in the Eastern
Mediterranean. This development was
accelerated by the war in Ukraine and
the crisis in Iran.

Since the U.S. has mediated in the
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
designation talks between Israel and
Lebanon, Russia also wants to take an

active role in the EEZ designation
talks between Syria and Lebanon.

The involvement of the United States,
Russia and Turkey in the restructuring
in the Eastern Mediterranean has
made the Greek Cypriot
Administration of Southern Cyprus
(Greek Cypriot Administration
– GCA) very nervous.

The fact that the European Union
began to struggle with economic and
political problems and was dragged to
the brink of relegation in the global
league weakened the regional power
of Greece and the Greek Cypriot
Administration. Their alliances with
Israel, Egypt, Jordan and Lebanon to
strengthen their presence and
demands in the Eastern Mediterranean
have lost their importance.

The rejection of the EEZ, unilaterally
declared by the Greek Cypriot
Administration, and the declaration of
the Seville Map, which Greece had
insidiously prepared, as invalid by the
USA and the EU, pushed both Greece
and the Greek Cypriot Administration
out of the developments in the Eastern
Mediterranean and broke their power
in the international arena.

Turkey’s continental shelf agreement
with Libya and the steps it has taken
for the normalization of relations with
Israel and Egypt have begun to reveal
Turkey’s superiority in the new
construction that has started in the
Eastern Mediterranean.

In addition to all these, the acceptance
of the TRNC as an observer member
of the Organization of Turkic States
extended the borders of the
Organization of Turkic States to the
middle of the Eastern Mediterranean.
While behind Greece and the Greek
Cypriot Administration is the
European Union, which has entered a
period of decline, behind Turkey and
the TRNC is the Organization of
Turkic States, whose star has begun to
shine again. The balances in the
region have changed in favor of
Turkey and the TRNC.

This new development began to affect
the borders of the exclusive economic
zones of the littoral countries in the
region and the way of shipment of
natural gas to be extracted.

Israel has put on its agenda the
sending of the natural gas it has
started to extract in the Eastern
Mediterranean to the European
continent through Turkey. The Greek
Cypriot Administration is aware that
if it succeeds in extracting natural gas
that it can export one day because it is
alone and without alternatives in the
region, it has to send it through
Turkey.

For this reason, GCA started to look
for ways to establish relations with
Turkey. For now, GCA is trying to
extract concessions from Turkey with
threats, but GCA knows very well that
at the end of the day GCA will have
to make concessions himself.

It is certain that the Exclusive
Economic Zone border agreement
signed by Israel and Lebanon will
pave the way for Turkey and the
TRNC to conclude Exclusive
Economic Zone border agreements
with their economic zone neighbors
Syria, Lebanon and Israel in the
future, and that the Greek Cypriot
Administration will eventually have to
reach an agreement with the TRNC
and recognize the TRNC, albeit under
certain conditions.

Prof. Dr. (Civ. Eng.), Assoc. Prof.
Dr. (Int. Rel.) Ata ATUN

Dean, Cyprus Science University

6th December to 13th December 2022
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The Bermuda Triangle is dangerous, fact or fiction?

major incidents that brought the
name of Bermuda Triangle to
public attention. The first one
was the disappearance of USS
Cyclops in 1918 . In the second
incident 5 bombers simply
disappeared under unknown
circumstances, on 5th December
1948.

Shrouded with mysteries, this
particular area has got the
attention of many people.
Everyone has got a different
opinion about these mysteries.
Some consider that the area is the
centre of Alien activities, who
abduct humans for their own
research.

On the contrary some believe that
it’s the real-life location of
Atlantis, the lost continent.

There are however some very
serious observations and
conclusions also. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration believe that many
tropical storms and hurricanes
frequently pass through this area.
The Gulf Stream Current too has
been known to cause instant
changes in the weather, making it
almost impossible for any vessel
trapped therein to survive.

Some believe that this area, has
got a particular geomagnetic
anomaly that at times may disturb
the navigational instruments of
any aeroplane or vessel passing at

By Ahmet Abdulaziz…..

I wonder what passengers, sitting
in their seats in an aeroplane, feel
like while flying over the Bermuda
Triangle. I am sure most of them
never even realised that they were
flying over the haunted part of the
Atlantic Ocean. Also known as
the Devil’s triangle, this part of the
ocean is notorious due to
disappearance of some 50 ships
and 20 aeroplanes, in that
particular area, with reasons still
unknown.

That’s the reason why the area
starting from the Southeast coast
of US, stretching to Bermuda, the
islands of Cuba, Hispaniola,
Jamaica and Puerto Rico.
Interestingly, people do live in that
part of the world, and there are
tourists visiting them frequently.
Obviously, they all simply do not
care about the mysteries associated
to that particular triangular shape
of the ocean between them.

In fact, there are many adventurists
who like to explore that area,
termed as the haunted triangle, by
some. Of course, there are many
who wonder why this particular
area of the Atlantic Ocean has
been charted out as dangerous,
unlucky or haunted.

It is not that every aeroplane
crossing over or a vessel sailing
through this particular area is lost
or drowned, but there were two

that particular time. That seems to
be a logical reason for sudden
disappearance of a vessel or
aeroplane.

However, there are some very
interesting yet serious reasons that
have been related to the mystery of
the Bermuda Triangle. One of these
is the existence of explosive
methane gas, which may surge over
the surface of the water, causing
ships to sink.

Though nobody can say anything
with certainty about the exact
reasons of the ships or aeroplanes
lost in this particular area are, but
looking at the statistics, there seems
to be nothing very serious about the
myth of being a Devil’s triangle, as

the reported incident’s in this area
are of no match to aeroplane crashes
and ships drowned in the sea in
other part of the world.

With all these mysterious theories
and sayings filling the air, there still
are flights crossing over the
Bermuda Triangle. The pilots of
these aeroplanes simply do not take
the matter seriously. For them it’s
just part of the game as with the
tourists and local residents too.

The fact however is that the islands
around the Bermuda triangle, are
indeed the places worthy of seeing
and exploring. So, whether the
mysteries and myths about the
Bermuda triangle, affect you or not,
you must visit that area, if you can.

6th December to 13th December 2022
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The people of Cyprus – A
photographic Testimony of Cyprus
History with Veysi Soyer at CVAR
Nicosia.

By Heidi Trautmann….

The Centre of Visual Arts and
Research (CVAR) and Rita Severis
Foundation, an institution to
strengthen the cooperation between
both communities and secure the
importance and values of Cyprus
history in their beautiful and precious
museum, has organised a photographic
exhibition of portraits by Veysi Soyer.

Photographs taken in years when the
technique was still connected with
manual work from inserting the film
roll into your camera, having printouts
made or have them mounted as slides
which needed again a projector to
show them to your friends. Veysi
Soyer has recently donated his large
collection of views of Cyprus to
CVAR out of which the portraits of
Cypriots were taken for the exhibition.
See the link covering the moment
when the collection was handed over
to CVAR as attachment 1, attachment
2 is an introduction of CVAR.

The exhibition was opened on 16
November 2022 and could be visited
until the end of the month. It met with
great interest, and you could see
Turkish and Greek Cypriot portraits
peacefully next to each other as it was
once the norm. 51 portraits directly
taken from life, lifescapes drawn into
faces telling stories, not posed and not
made up. Photos taken across the
island. I enclose here a good part of
the photos that were on display.

Veysi Soyer’s photographic work featured at CVAR Nicosia

Who is Veysi Soyer? He was born in
Nicosia in 1952. He is a learnt
pharmacist, a cosmopolitan and a
lifetime traveller in the true sense of
the word with all his senses open and
his tools always ready to record his
impressions in his artistic

https://cvar.severis.org/…/cvar-proud-announce-its…/

interpretations as photographs, and as
drawings and paintings.

From his official CV I learnt that “he
was the first Turkish Cypriot
photographer to be awarded the
AFIAP title and has received a number
of prizes for his work over the years.
He has exhibited widely and has
worked as a photo editor for numerous
magazines. He is married with two
adult children. He teaches art-in-
photography and has served as a jury
member in photographic
competitions.”

May he continue to find his travelling
easy and inspiring and click below to
see more of the CVAR Center and
exhibitions.

006--Elderly woman, Maronite
village of Karpashia_10670

004--Couple, wine producers, Kato Drys_16291 50--Woman in Rizokarpasso_16527

10--Motorbike mechanic, Tahtakalas neighbourhood,
Nicosia_10195

008--Elderly couple, Maronite village of
Karpashia_10926

https://cvar.severis.org/en/

6th December to 13th December 2022
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By Heidi Trautmann….

In the name of our street children,
dogs and cats, represented by several
volunteer charity groups, another
Christmas Market was held today 4th
December 2022 at the Pia Bella Hotel,
in the inner courtyard and garden, a
perfect place for the many stalls so
nicely and colourfully decorated with
handicraft, jewellery, toys and not to
forget cookies and other Christmas
goodies.

Also the stall owners were equally
decorated with Christmas items, one

2022 Charity Christmas Market at the Pia Bella Hotel
lady with the horns of a reindeer….the
colour red was predominant, red,
colour of joy, and in the background,
Christmas songs created a lovely
atmosphere.

A small girl was so happy with a white
plush dog she found on one of the
tables and would not want to leave it
behind. Many faces I knew from other
occasions, other festivals across the
island, artisans but also friends I have
not seen for quite a while.

They all were supporting the event to
help solve the stray animal problem.

Watch the enjoyable 2022 Treasure Island Panto below

For those local readers that did not see
the Treasure Island panto performed at
the Black Olive Café in Alsancak here
is news shared by Ralph Kratzer of the
Foreign Residents in the TRNC – TFR

Now that 3 months of rehearsals and
the 5 performances are over, for all
you “landlubbers” who couldn´t see
the TREASURE ISLAND Pantomime
live, here is the YouTube video link of
the whole show… Enjoy watching!

Produced by Poppy Theatre Players
and KADS, supported by TFR.

Directed by Janet Marsh.

Cast in order of appearance:

Billy Bones – John Benett (TFR
member)
Jim Hawkins – Frankie Haigh
Dame Dora – Ralph Kratzer (TFR

committee member)
Squire Trelawny – Beverley

Westbrook (TFR committee member)
Black Olive – Jacqui Rendell (TFR

member)
Captain Schmidt – Horst Gutowski

(TFR committee member and
chairman)
Cut-Throat Kate – Lulie Ward
Salty Sue – Linda Hughes (TFR

member)
Blind Pew – Irene Emmerzael (TFR

committee member)
Long John Silver – Janet Marsh

(TFR member)

Abel Hands – Stephen Everett (TFR
committee member)
Cook – Sam Carter Johnson
Sailor No. 4 – Susan Turner (TFR

member)
Ben Gunn – Graham Paxton (TFR

member)
Polly the parrot – Jules Benett

(TFR member)
Stinky Pete – Tilly Mark

And also many many thanks to our
TFR members

Irene Matthews for costumes and
make-up (so perfectly done that even
my daughter didn´t recognize me as
the “dame” in the video)

Diana Peek and Pat Muttrie for
prompt

Bill Smith and Janet Marsh for
sound effects

John Cowles for lighting and
modifications on the stage decoration
John Davies and Leen Emmerzael

for backstage management
and last but not least Sarah Garsed

for her hard work in the production
team, ticket sales and front door
reception!

… and not to forget , special thanks to
our host Vicki Karaca from Black
Olive Café in Alsancak…

Video courtesy of our photographer
Nick Johnson as below
.

CLICK HERE https://youtu.be/ltbSv50unzE

6th December to 13th December 2022
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POLICE
Emergencies 155
General 228 3411
Girne 815 2125
Lefkosa 228 3311
Gazi Mağusa 366 5310
Guzelyurt 714 2140
Lapta 821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies 199
Forest Fire 177
Girne 815 2111
Lefkosa 227 1259
Gazi Mağusa 366 5389
Guzelyurt 714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies 112

Page 17

HOSPITAL
Girne 8152266/815 2254
Lefkoşa 228 5441;
Gazi Mağusa 3662876/3665328
Güzelyurt 714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults 188
Lefkoşa 225 3436
Girne 815 2223
Gazi Mağusa 366 5514
Güzelyurt 714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa 228 3315
Girne 815 2118
Gazi Mağusa 366 4483
Güzelyurt 714 3516

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548

landline numbers are prefixed 0392

8-day Weather Forecast

9th December to 16th December 2022

Forthcoming Events

Get the latest CyprusScene
Enewspaper for all your news

Try listening to news and reviews
on CyprusScene Podcasts

https://open.spotify.com/show/6BWjqOeKieDhw0O3BxzMsj

6th December to 13th December 2022
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By Richard Beale….

Week 12. Please find below the fixtures for this coming weekend. The matches selected are what I consider to be
in ex-pat locations and those marked **** are the “Pick of the bunch”. Include fixtures from the BTM League 1
( 3rd tier of football in the TRNC) which started last week featuring mostly village or district teams.

SUPPORT LOCAL FOOTBALL.

MATCHES KICK OFF 2-00pm UNLESS STATED SL = Super League, L1 = League 1. BTM = BTM League.
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Esentepe Score 5 Goals In A Relax Win
Result: ESENTEPE KKSK 5 M. HACI ALİYİLMAZKÖYSK 0

By Richard Beale….

After two below par performances,
Esentepe turned on the style and
scored their highest win of the season
against a disappointing newly
promoted Yilmazköy.

Sunday December 4, 2022: AKSA
League 1 : Esentepe Erdal Barut
Stadium.

Weather : Mild, cloudy with sunny
periods.

For the second consecutive match
Yilmazköy have been on the end of
two 0-5 score lines, they can have no
excuses, apart from the opening 20
minutes, they were second best in all
departments and at the end were
relieved to hear the final whistle.

Esentepe shrugged off two
disappointing performances and ran
out easy winners pushing them up
the table into 6th place.

Coach Davut Kansu made a number
of changes after last week’s poor
performance at Yenierenköy, leaving
out Kaan, Şenol and Tuğra replacing
them with Salih, Nersin and Ege
Can.

The opening period was scrappy with
Yilmazköy forcing a couple of
corners and crosses which were
handled competently by the Esentepe
keeper Tuğrul.

Deniz Kıbar was prominent in the
Esentepe attack, playing as a lone
central striker, using his pace and
skill to keep the Yilmazköy defence
on their toes. The tall lanky Semi
was again employed by Coach Davut
on the right wing.

Yilmazköy were restricted to a few
long shots that didn’t trouble the
home defence and after 20 minutes

Esentepe gradually got on top and
started controlling the match.

Esentepe took the lead in the 32nd
minute, Deniz on another run was
upended just outside the box, centrally,
in a very dangerous position. Emek’s
left footed free kick curled round the
wall, beat goalkeeper Hüseyin, hit the
right-hand post and rebound out to
EMRE MUTLU following up to
score.1-0

40 minutes a Emek corner from the
right was headed over by Semih at the
near post.

Esentepe increased their lead in the
41st minute, breaking up a Yilmazköy
attack , with Deniz on the break
beating two players before being
tripped by Özner in the box. EMEK
KIRILMAZ made no mistake with the
resultant penalty 2-0.

Deniz Kıbar was a constant threat in
the first half and with Emek control
and distribution, Esentepe deserved
their lead. HALF TIME SCORE : 2-0

At the break Yilmazköy made a double
substitution with Umut and Fuat
replacing Mehmet Ince and Erhan.

Esentepe sealed the match in the 50th
match with a superb team goal,
excellent interplay down the right from
Iİyas, Salih and Deniz, ended with a
cross that was beautifully put away
with a curling shot from EGE CAN
AÇIKPORTALI 3-0.

Yilmazköy heads visibly dropped as
they could see no way back into the
match, Deniz continued to threaten and
should have scored with a header from
a Emek cross.

Yilmazköy looked shell shocked and
looked like they would concede more
goals every time Esentepe attacked.

Deniz was teasing the visitors defence
with his skill, speed and trickery
bringing two decent saves from
goalkeeper Hüseyin.

Esentepe scored a fourth in the 66th
minute and what a cracking goal it
was. A Emek corner was chested down
by Ege Can to the edge of the box
where EMEK MUTLU cracked an
unstoppable volley into the top corner
of the net 4-0

70 minutes an DENİZ KIBAR finally
got his reward for an outstanding
performance Emre putting the striker
through, shrugging off his marker,
rounding the goalkeeper to tap the ball
home 5-0.

With the match truly won Esentepe
Coach Davut used this opportunity to
give some of his replacements a run
out making a triple substitution.

However, after using all of his
replacements, Esentepe finished the
match with 10 men with Emek, who
had a fine match limping off.

Even with a man short Esentepe
continued to look the more dangerous
in attack in the last 10 minutes.

Replacement Şahin was put through
by Eser but shot across goal and

should have done better. With
Yilmazköy praying for the final
whistle, and with the substitutions ,
the tempo of the match noticeably
dropped.

Kaan on as a late replacement showed
some nice touches and vision another
replacement Dursun showed he has
real pace and should have scored
when put through by Kaan but shot
straight at the goalkeeper.

FULL TIME SCORE : 5-0

SUMMING UP

A impressive all round team
performance, with some great goals.
Every member of the team
contributed. NERSIN made an
impressive return in his first
appearance of the season in central
defence. ‘My left foot’ EMEK was
assured, SALIH after a couple of
quiet matches was back to form and
ILYAS before he went off injured,
looks like he is getting his old form
back. EMRE scorer of 2 goals, was
his usual all action man performance.
DENIZ KIBAR tormented the
Yilmazköy defence all afternoon and
it was pleasing to see that he was
rewarded with a goal.

Time for Esentepe to celebrate
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